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      General Instructions:

This Paper is divided into two sections.
Attempt all questions from section A and any four Questions from section B.
The intended marks for questions or parts are given in brackets [ ].

SECTION – A (All the Questions are compulsory)               40 Marks

Question No. 1

(i)    What is meant by Object Oriented programming? [1]
(ii)    Name any two Object Oriented programming principles. [1]
(iii)   Name any two differences between Object Oriented programming and procedure  
         oriented programming. [2]  
(iv)    Define encapsulation with an example.   [1]
(v)     Explain Inheritance with an example.   [1]
(vi)    Define a Byte code.   [1]
(vii)   Name a package that is invoked by default .                                          [1]  
(viii)  What is java virtual machine? [1]
(ix)     Design a program in Java to display the following information on the output screen  [1]
  Name : 

Class :
  Roll No. :

Subject :
School :

Question No.2

(i) Define an object with an example. [1]
(ii) A class is also referred as “ Object Factory”. Comment. [1]
(iii) What does the following statement mean? [1]

      Employee staff = new Employee() ?
(iv) Why is an object called an “ Instance of a class” Explain. [1]
(v) Why is class known as composite data type? [1]
(vi) Define variable with an example. [1]
(vii) State any four kinds of data type. [1]
(viii) Explain the term type casting. [1]
(ix) Perform the following: [1]

(a) Assign the value of pie (3.142) to a variable with requisite data type
(x)  Distinguish between Integer and floating constant. [1]



Question No. 3

(i) Write the Java expressions for the following: [2]
(a) (a +b)2 + b
(b) Z=x3 +y3 – xy

                    3
(ii) What is Ternary operator? Explain with example. [2]

(iii) If m=5 and n=2 then what will be the output of m and n after execution that will 
store in (a) and (b). [2]
(a)  m- = n;
(b) n = m + m / n;

(iv) What will be the output for the following program segment? [2]
int a=0,b=10,c=40;
a= --b+ c++ + b;
System.out.println(“a=” +a);

(v) If a=5, b=9, Calculate the value of : [2]
a+ = a++ - ++b + a;

  Question No. 4:

(i) Evaluate the following expressions if the values of the variables are: [2]
(a) a – (b++) * (--c);
(b) a * (++b) % c;

(ii) Name the type of error (syntax, run time or logical error) in each case given below
(a) Division by a variable that contains a value zero [2]
(b) Multiplication operator used when the operation should be division.

(iii) Distinguish between Testing and debugging. [2]

(iv) What is the difference between the scanner class element next() and nextLine().[2]

(v) What are the ways to give a comment in Java programming . Write with syntax.[2]

SECTION – B (Answer all the Questions )            60 Marks

Question No. 5      5X2=10

(i) Write a program by using ‘Employee’ to accept Basic pay of an employee.
Calculate the allowances / deductions as given below:
Finally find and print the gross and Net pay

Allowance / Deduction Rate
Dearness allowances (DA) : 30% of Basic pay
House Rent allowances (HRA) : 15% of Basic pay
Provident fund (PF) : 12.5% of Basic pay
Gross pay = Basic pay + Dearness allowance + House Rent allowance
Net pay = Gross pay – provident fund.



\         (ii)      Write a program in Java to input two numbers. Display the numbers after   
                     Swapping them by using a third variable.

Question No. 6:    5X2=10

(i) Explain any five methods to read tokens from scanner object.

(ii) Write a program in Java to accept the diagonal of a square. Find area and the 
perimeter by using scanner class. 

Question No. 7: 5X2=10

(i) In a class of ‘n’ number of students, the number of girls is ‘m’. Write a program to 
input the values of m and n. Find and print the percentage of boys and girls in the 
class.

(ii) Write a program in Java to find the sum and average of 3 numbers by using 
assignment function argument.

Question No. 8: 5X2=10

(i) Write the complete precedence of operators.

(ii) Explain logical operators.

          Question No. 9: 5X2=10

(i) Explain Data types in Java.

(ii) Explain Type conversions in Java.

Question No. 10: 5X2=10

(i) The Time period of a simple pendulum is given by the formula
     T=2Π√1/g
Write  a  program to calculate  the time period of  a  simple pendulum by taking
length and acceleration due to gravity(g) as inputs (Π=22/7).

(ii) A certain amount is  invested at  the rate 10% per annum for 3 years. Find the
difference between as an input.

SI= (P*T*R)/100
A=P*(1+R/100)T

CI=A - P 

*******************************************************************



                        


